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Why I Write     

Paul Mendez

 

When I open up my laptop to write, I am in control (this really only ever 

happens on my laptop, as my brain will only offer sketchy notes to pen 

and paper). I am free. I can say whatever I want. I can be truthful in a way 

that can be edited before anyone hears or reads it. I’m not always the best 

speaker, and I never know what I think until I’ve said it, so writing, on the 

most basic level, allows me to refine my mind. I can splurge out unformed 

thoughts, find better, more specific replacements for unsatisfactory words, 

and edit and shape neat little statements that I can then reabsorb, fully 

formed (or at least as fully as I can make them). This is how I learn.

When I was disfellowshipped from the organisation of Jehovah’s 

Witnesses at the age of 17, and cut off from my actual and extended spiritual 

families, repeat-listens to The Writing’s On the Wall album by Destiny’s 

Child, and various outings on the then-at-its-peak UK Garage scene, helped 

me through in the short-term. But after that, as I began to mourn the un-

bearable loss of my central purpose – my past (when I was ‘no part of the 

world, just as [Jesus was] no part of the world’)1 rendered invalid and my 

future (of eternal life on a paradise Earth) voided – I had to replace what had 

been my anchor, the Bible, and I could only do that by writing. I had to give 

myself a future, and a past. I had to create for myself a doctrine and a path 

to follow. I had to explain things to myself anew and create a replacement 

system of beliefs, by asking myself a lot of questions: do I still believe in 

God? What is God, if not the Jehovah of the Bible, and how does He (He?) 

1. John 17:16, International Bible Students Association, New World Translation of the Holy 
Scriptures (Watchtower, Bible and Tract Society, 1984) p.1354.
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relate to other religions’ gods? If there is no God, do we answer only to 

white men? Am I going to die at Armageddon? What form will Armageddon 

take? I was lucky, because I always had an ability with language and now 

something very big and powerful to write against. 

This soul-searching form of writing, like a free and silent psychothera-

py, served its purpose during a long period of reckoning in my life, when, 

frankly, it was a struggle to stay alive, so exhausting was it to be constantly 

reminded of the contradictions I struggled with and represented. Now, I 

write to show others the person I have become, what I have learned from 

my experiences, what I can tell you about the way people who don’t know 

me treat me, what I can tell you about what it is to be British, gay, Black, 

a waiter in a restaurant, a prostitute on his way to meet a client, a secular 

person-of-the-world, who, like Eve tempted by the apple, knows both good 

and bad. I write for pleasure, to explain things to myself, to be angry, to find 

out what I think about things, to grieve, to unpack what it is that’s hurting 

me. To say what I hope for. One day I hope to be able to write purely for 

beauty’s sake, to run free in language and celebrate the sublime.
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A recording of this talk can be found on the WritersMosaic website at 

writersmosaic.org.uk
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